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Geospatial Data

Geospatial or geographic data is tied to location and place.
Includes the geographic features themselves and attributes
that describe them.

Location : spot on the earth described with coordinates,
addresses, or place names associated with specific
points or bounded settings.

Place : more subjective meaning that people associate
with locations, can be specific or ambiguous.



Maps

Maps are a unique form for representing locations and places.
They are abstractions of geographic reality.

Imagery Reference Thematic



GIS Basics

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are a set of software
packages and applications for working with geospatial data.
Geographic features are represented by individual files or layers
that can be added to a map. These features are the “raw
materials” used for analysis and map making.



Georeferencing

Each layer is related
(georeferenced) to an
actual location on the
earth, because it was
drawn to and assigned a
particular coordinate or
spatial reference system.

Since these systems are standardized, geospatial data can
easily be shared as long as all of the files being viewed share
the same standard.



Spatial Reference Systems

All GIS files have spatial reference systems; this is what makes
GIS ”work”, so that files can be overlaid in a project.

1. Spheroid / Ellipsoid: An approximation of the shape of
the earth

2. Datum: Instructions for attaching the sphere / ellipse to
the actual earth

3. Coordinate System: Grid for locating objects on the
earth

4. Map Projection: Transformation for flattening 3D earth
to 2D

1 to 3 = Geographic System (3D)
1 to 4 = Projected System (2D)



Map Projections

Robinson

GCS (Equirectangular)

Mercator

Mollweide



GIS Software

GIS software acts as an interface, or a window, for viewing and
working with the various data files.



Example 1 - Layering



Example 2 - Data Creation & Analysis



Example 3 - Thematic Mapping



Web Mapping Databases

Easy to use, bundled with data and provides basic map making
and analysis capabilities. Limited flexibility, web-focus.



Web Mapping Software

Create your own, interactive web maps. More flexibility, some
GIS knowledge required. For visualization but not analysis.



Desktop GIS Software

Powerful and flexible, for data processing, analysis, and
visualization. Steepest learning curve.

ArcGIS Pro QGIS



Data Sources



GIS Data Types

Raster Vector Tables



GIS Files: Rasters

Raster files represent a continuous surface. This surface is
divided into grid cells of equal size. Each cell has a numeric
value which can be represented by a particular color.

Common raster file formats include Geo formats of Tiffs .tif
and JPEGs .jpg (but there are dozens of different types)



GIS Files: Vectors

Vector files consist of discrete objects that are defined by
coordinates. Vectors are visually represented as points, lines,
or polygons (areas).

Common vector file formats include Shapefiles .shp,
Geopackages .gpkg, and GeoJSON .json.



Vector Data and Attributes

Each vector feature exists visually and as a record in a table
that is connected to the file. These records contain attributes
that describe each feature, and they can be mapped or used as
labels.



Tabular Data: Joins to Vectors

Well-structured data tables of geographic locations that share
a common field with a GIS vector file can be joined to that file
using relational database operations.

Common formats: Spreadsheets xlsx & .xls &.ods,
comma-delimited files .csv, and database tables



Table Prep

Data tables must be in a well-structured grid and follow strict
guidelines for joining and mapping.



Tabular Data: Plotting XY Coordinates

Data tables that contain records for places or events with XY
coordinates can be plotted in GIS.

Common table formats: comma-delimited files .csv, text files
with other delimters .txt



Tabular Data Design

When you creating your own data, think carefully about how
to structure and organize it for display and analysis.



Project Files

Project File
E:/workspace/gis prac/part2/part2.qgz

Saves:
Links to data, zoom, extent, color
scheme, data classification, symboliza-
tion, layout for hardcopy maps

Data Files
Exist outside the project file

I E:/workspace/gis prac/part2/schools.shp

I E:/workspace/gis prac/part2/county subdivs.shp

I E:/workspace/gis prac/part3/counties.shp



GIS - Technical. Cartography - Art

The message that a map sends can be altered by:

I Classification schemes

I Geographic units

I Colors, tones, and shading

I Font sizes and styles

I Map projection

Image source: Mark Newman, Dept of Physics & Complex Systems, University of Michigan 12/2/2016
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/election/2016/ (3/31/2021)

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~mejn/election/2016/


GIS at Brown

GIS Research Guide: https://libguides.brown.edu/gis/

I Brown Libraries

I EarthLab

I S4 - Spatial Structures in the Social Sciences

I Brown Digital Archaeology Lab

https://libguides.brown.edu/gis/
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